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Credits Added Added: A few additional improvements... Added: Better user interfaces
and progress animations. Added: Option to verify integrity of an existing 'flashed'
battery. Added: Option to verify integrity of the entire device. Added: Improved
battery flashing message. Added: Option to change the way the device announces
that a change is needed to be flashed. Added: Option to display the package name.
Added: Better support for the 'internal' flashable zip file format. Added: Script which
cleans after itself. Removed Removed: Option to do 'non-Samsung' flashes. Fixed
Fixed: Buggy internal file handling. Fixed: Buggy USB communication. Fixed: Buggy
device communication. Fixed: Buggy 'internal' USB communication. Fixed: Better
progress bar for 'internal' files. Fixed: Better progress bar for 'ZIPed' files. Changed
Changed: Various small improvements. Changed: Removed minor parser bugs.
Changed: Made more robust. Changed: Improved the package identifier string.
Changed: Made a lot easier to choose a device for flashing. Changed: Made package
scanning more reliable. Changed: Smaller makefiles (both in size and number).
Changed: Few other small bugfixes. Changed: Improved building scripts and support.
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